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Résumé
Cet article examine comment Jean-Baptiste-Siméon Chardin a tiré profit du Salon du Louvre ainsi que des gravures de reproduction et des critiques d'art que cet événement périodique suscitait pour démontrer l’originalité de son œuvre. Dans un premier temps, nous plaçons dans leur contexte la coordination et l’exposition de ses répliques autographes et de ses estampes de reproduction en soutenant l’idée que le peintre y recourait pour attirer l’attention sur la présence et la disponibilité continues de sa production en Europe sous forme de répétitions originales. Ensuite, nous analysons leur réception en avançant l’hypothèse que le fait d’exposer ses œuvres reproduites mettait en évidence sa capacité unique à se copier lui-même. Enfin, nous examinons les propriétés formelles des gravures réalisées d’après Chardin en relation avec l’accueil qui leur était fait pour postuler que leur réception se fondait davantage sur leur syntaxe visuelle interne que sur les qualités formelles absolues de ses peintures, ce qui confirmait paradoxalement leur capacité à véhiculer l’originalité de Chardin. En conclusion, l’examen de la pratique de Chardin nous conduit à émettre l’hypothèse que la manière dont les médias imprimés reproduisent, documentent et commentent les œuvres d’art est à l’origine de l’esthétique moderne, avec sa tendance à mettre en avant le caractère unique de la « main » de l’artiste, l’originalité et l’authenticité de l’objet d’art ainsi que la formation du jugement esthétique par consensus.

Repetition and recollection are the same movement, except in opposite directions, for what is recollected has been, is repeated backward, whereas genuine repetition is recollected forward.

Søren Kierkegaard

Due to the persistence of nineteenth-century notions of artistic originality, modern art-historical literature has neglected the role of repetition in the development of modern aesthetics and exhibition practice. Yet in the eighteenth century, the repetition of the format and timing of the Salon du Louvre (yearly from 1737, biennial from 1751) combined with the periodic diffusion of printed matter—that is, published images and texts including reproductive prints after Salon pictures, their advertisements in journals, and art criticism in journals or pamphlets—created a new environment of reception where the repetition of printed matter in time and space facilitated aesthetic judgement. The literature understands the creation of a periodic Salon du Louvre as a key moment in the development of modern spectatorship, the rise of modern aesthetics, and the notion of a public for contemporary art. Yet it ignores how this structural change in art exhibition, publicity, and marketing tied artistic originality to repetition.

This essay explores how Jean-Baptiste-Siméon Chardin (1699–1779) uniquely exploited the Salon’s logic of repetition to emphasize his originality. First, it contextualizes Chardin’s coordination and exhibition of his autograph replicas and reproductive prints to argue that he employed them to draw attention to the continued European presence and availability of his works as original repetitions. Second, it analyzes his reception to suggest that his exhibition of painted repetitions underscored his unique ability to copy himself and underlined his work’s resistance to copying by others. Third, it examines formal properties of prints after Chardin in relation to their reception to posit that these prints were received in terms of their internal visual syntax rather than the absolute formal qualities of his paintings, which paradoxically affirmed their ability to convey Chardin’s originality. The paper concludes by suggesting that Chardin’s practice demonstrates how repetition of artworks and of their documentation and commentary in print media stands at the origin of modern aesthetics, with its emphasis on the formal uniqueness of the artist’s “hand,” the originality and authenticity of the art object, and aesthetic judgment through consensus.

The Diffusion of Presence

Modern artistic repetition is defined by absence, where mechanically produced copies lack the aura of the original just as they attest to its originality; in contrast, eighteenth-century artistic repetition, as practised by Chardin, was defined by presence, where artisanally produced copies (prints and painted repetitions) multiplied the authenticity and originality of the artist’s mind and hand. Period rhetoric and practice reflected the belief that repetitions and reproductive prints functioned as effective surrogates for Chardin’s original paintings. Consequently, Denis Diderot (1713–84) could say that “Chardin a de l’originalité dans son genre. Cette originalité passe de sa peinture dans la gravure”; and Charles-Antoine Coypel (1694–1752) that “les ouvrages…de M. Chardin ne perdent point au burin par leur grande pureté de dessein.” For the same reasons, Chardin could sell his autograph repetitions for as much as the originals on which they were based, and even have another artist make copies of his work for such a prestigious client as the Swedish ambassador Carl Gustave Tessin (1695–1770).
Chardin alone among Salon exhibitors addressed the disappearance of Salon artworks into European cabinets by systematically producing autograph repetitions of his own paintings and repeatedly exhibiting the same composition. He was the only Ancien Régime artist to exhibit repetitions in the Salon, including customized repetitions, described in the Salon livret, or handbook of works, as “répétitions avec des changements.” The uniqueness of his practice is reflected in its unusual terminology—répétition was not a common term in the period, nor was its meaning fixed as it would be in the nineteenth century. It is not found in the art dictionaries of Jacques Lacombe (1724–1811) and Antoine-Joseph Pernety (1716–1801). Nor is it found in Diderot’s Encyclopédie as a term of painting. Pierre-Charles Levesque (1736–1812) did not use the term, writing instead in the Encyclopédie méthodique, “Quand c’est le maître lui-même qui s’est copié, le second tableau s’appelle un double”—double implying only one repetition. In Pernety the verb répéter refers only pejoratively to painters who have become monotonous:

REPETTER, avec le pronom personnel (se) est un terme usité en fait de Peinture, pour dire qu’un Peintre n’est pas varié dans ses attitudes, ses airs, de tête, son ton, &c. Quand ses compositions & les figures de ses tableaux se ressemblent, & paraissent avoir été jetées dans le même moule. On dit dans le même sens, qu’il se copie. Similarly, the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française states: “On dit d’Un Auteur, d’un Poëte, d’un Musicien, qui dans leurs ouvrages se servent souvent des mêmes tours, des mêmes manières, des mêmes traits, des mêmes chants, qu’il les répète.”

In the livrets to 1789, beyond Chardin’s employment of it, the word répétition appears only three times, twice to refer to reduced replicas (1775 and 1783), and once to refer to an enamel repetition of a painted miniature (1773). But it is not used in Chardin’s sense of an identical-size autograph copy with or without changes.

Beyond the unusual practice of Chardin, the multiplication of compositions in the period was limited to copies of one artist’s work by another, often of an old master and integral to academic training; portraitists or their studios who multiplied paintings of personages; state-commissioned replicas as models for tapestry; commissioned replicas, often reduced, usually by the master’s studio or students; and reduced copies for engravers (less common in the period than drawings for engravers). Generally copies or repetitions were made for a highly specific clientele, as when Joseph Vernet (1714–89), working in Rome, hired copyists to make paintings for Grand Tourists. He employed the English painter Thomas Patch (1725–82). Vernet’s brother Ignace (an arrangement that ended poorly when Joseph discovered that Ignace had forged his signature on weak copies of his work), and Vernet’s student Charles-François Grenier de Lacroix (around 1700–82), whom he paid to make high-quality, extremely accurate copies of his work for such clients as Michel-Ange Slodtz (1705–64). There are excellent Vernet copies by Lacroix in Dijon, Versailles, Bordeaux, and Uppark (W. Sussex, U.K.), but known copies represent a handful of pictures relative to Vernet’s total production. Typical period practice is represented by Jean-Honoré Fragonard (1732–1806), a student of Chardin before he joined the studio of François Boucher (1703–70). Although Fragonard frequently repeated figures and groupings across compositions, he made few autograph repetitions and reduced replicas relative to his total output.

Chardin both re-exhibited and reiterated his compositions to ensure that they passed into public consciousness as independent of a single owner—he edged them toward the realm of public domain. Yet at the same time he personalized these reiterations, merging repetition with customization, where slight compositional variations answered the specific needs of a given patron and collection. In the Salon of 1746, under livret number 71 (hereafter expressed as Salon 1746/71), he exhibited Le Bénédicité, which the livret described as “Un Tableau, répétition du Bénédicité avec une addition, pour faire Pendant à un Teniers, placé dans le Cabinet de M.***.” In so doing he publicized a composition, originally exhibited Salon 1740/61, that had disappeared into the royal collection and whose repetition would disappear into a private cabinet. Repeat exhibition of the composition made it publicly accessible again even as it reminded the public of the continued availability of autograph repetitions of it. Similarly, his exhibition Salon 1769/31 of Les Attributs des Arts et les Récompenses qui leur sont accordées, described in the livret as a “répétition avec quelques changements, de celui fait pour l’Impératrice de Russie, appart[enant] à M. l’abbé Pommyer,” though it was not a repeat exhibit, made visible a composition that had disappeared into a foreign cabinet (now in Saint Petersburg). Gabriel de Saint-Aubin (1724–80) sketched the picture exhibited Salon 1769/31, now lost, in the margin of his copy of the livret, its changements most evident in the palette and paintbrushes reversed from their position in the Hermitage picture. Finally, in Minneapolis there is a near-identical autograph repetition of the Hermitage picture. Each repeated work was at once a delocalized, ideal model in the public consciousness and a local, particular manifestation of that model.

Chardin also used reproductive prints, at once documentation and artworks in their own right, to compensate for the disappearance of his paintings into private cabinets. He is unique in the period in that his Salon entries were engraved systematically and synchronized to the periodic Salon. His prints were popular—Pierre-Jean Mariette (1694–1774) decried their
vogue as pernicious to historical engraving\textsuperscript{29}—and anticipated in relation to each Salon. As early as September 1738, a critic remarked of Chardin’s Salon entries, “Je ne doute pas qu’on ne rende bientôt au public le service de les graver.”\textsuperscript{30} While the literature is divided on whether or not Chardin approved of the prints after his work—some see them as parasitic vulgarizations\textsuperscript{31}—nevertheless they were made by his fellow academicians and required the collective approval of the Académie in sessions recorded in its \textit{Procès-verbaux}. For example, for 30 January 1740 the record states:

\begin{quote}
Le Secrétaire [François-Bernard Lépicié, 1698–1755, who exercised this function from 1736] a présenté à la Compagnie deux épreuves d’une planche qu’il a gravée d’après un tableau de M. Chardin, Académicien, ayant pour titre \textit{la Gouvernante}. La Compagnie, après l’avoir examiné, l’a approuvé pour faire jouir l’exposant des privilèges accordés à l’Académie par l’Arrest du Conseil d’État du 28 juin 1714.\textsuperscript{32}
\end{quote}

The \textit{Procès-verbaux} describe a procedure that was merely the institutional expression of a relationship that had developed over the course of months or years between printmaker and painter. Chardin exploited the sense that prints documented vanishing artworks. When he promised \textit{Les Amusements de la vie privée} (Salon 1746/72) for the cabinet of Louisa Ulrika of Sweden (1720–82), he asked her agent Tessin to allow him time to have it and its pendant, \textit{L’Économe}, engraved (figs. 1, 2): “[C]es deux tableaux seront perdus pour la France Et…l’on doit quelle que Chose à sa Nation…”\textsuperscript{33} One year later the \textit{Annonce} for Louis Surugue père’s (1686–1762) print after \textit{Les Amusements de la vie privée} found it “facheux que les différents tableaux de M. Chardin, tels que \textit{La Fontaine}, \textit{La Blanchisseuse} et \textit{La Toilette du Matin}, passent dans les pays étrangers et soient perdus pour nous,”\textsuperscript{34}—the print, in other words, was an acceptable surrogate for the painting. Similarly, in 1746 Étienne La Font de Saint-Yenne (1688–1771) observed of Chardin, “Le public avide de ses tableaux, et l’auteur ne peignant que pour
son amusement et par conséquent très-peu, a recherché avec empressement, pour s'en dédommager, les estampes gravées d’après ses ouvrages.” It was just this pressure to document Chardin’s work that caused Surugue to specify in the print letter (the textual component of the print, including title, artists’ names, dedications, and other associated texts) of Les Amusements de la vie privée that its pendant, L’Économie, was also in Sweden. Further, since Chardin, under pressure from his patron had ultimately delivered L’Économie to Sweden before Surugue could reproduce it, in 1754 Jacques-Philippe Le Bas (1707–83) had a former student, the Swede Jean-Eric Rehn (1717–93), send him a drawing of it for engraving.

As something more than compensation for the inaccessibility of French masterpieces abroad and his proverbially limited output, Chardin coordinated the publication of reproductive prints with his production of repetitions and repeat exhibitions to draw attention to the continued presence and availability of his works. His coordination with his printmakers, manifest in the production of prints after Les Amusements de la vie privée and L’Économie, paralleled his printmakers’ coordination amongst themselves. Surugue père distributed his own, his son Pierre-Louis’s (1716–72), and Lépicié’s prints after Chardin (Lépicié, moreover, contributed the print verse to Surugue’s L’instant de la méditation); Le Bas distributed his own and Pierre Fillœul’s (1696–1754) prints after Chardin, Laurent Cars (1699–1771), who owned repetitions of Le Dessinateur and L’Ouvrière en tapisserie, provided them to his student Jean-Jacques Flipart (1719–82) to engrave, his prints announced on December 1757. Cars then lent the paintings to Chardin to exhibit Salon 1759/39, the prints acting as advance publicity for the paintings, the paintings as retrospective publicity for the prints.

Further sense of the collaborative symbiosis among academicians is evidenced in the portrait of Chardin by his friend Charles-Nicolas Cochin fils (1715–90), son of Chardin’s great early engraver Charles-Nicolas Cochin père (1688–1754), which Cars engraved in 1755, perhaps in honour of Chardin’s promotion to trésorier in March of that year. Cars exhibited the print Salon 1755/166. Chardin, Lépicié, Surugue père and fils, Le Bas, Fillœul, Cars, Flipart, and Cochin père and fils—all academicians except Fillœul—used their corporate association to sustain the international presence of Chardin’s compositions in the absence of the original works. The parallel repetition of the artist’s work, images of the artist’s work, and even the image of the artist himself initiated a marketing system based on the diffusion of mutual references in space and time.

The Inimitable Copy

Chardin’s artistic output represents a critical stage in the relationship between the modern original artwork and its reproduction. Walter Benjamin famously argued that modern gradations of artistic authenticity arose in response to the reproductive printing process, a thesis that Jeffrey M. Muller expanded to include the proliferation of painted replicas and copies during the rise of modern connoisseurship in the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. The multiplication of the copy threatened the status of the original artwork and deepened its connection to a modern notion of authenticity. In the context of the Salon and via small-scale, artisanal reproduction—as opposed to the truly mechanical mass reproduction introduced by lithography and fully realized by photography—Chardin’s autograph reproductions and authorized prints necessarily provoked a discourse of authenticity in his own time. The more Chardin’s work was multiplied in repetitions and prints, the more he and his critics insisted on its inimitable quality. For example, in the Encyclopédie article “Copie” (1754), Diderot links Chardin’s originality with his inimitability:

Figure 3. Jean-Baptiste-Siméon Chardin, La Pourvoyeuse, 1738. Oil on canvas, 46.7 x 37.5 cm. Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada (Photo: National Gallery of Canada).
On dit qu’un élève d’un peintre habile copia si parfaite-ment un tableau de son maître, que celui-ci s’y trompa. J’ai entendu nier la possibilité du fait par un peintre qui vit aujourd’hui, & qui se fait admirer par la vérité & l’originalité de ses ouvrages. M. Chardin prétendait que quelle que fût la copie qu’on feroit d’un de ses tableaux, il ne s’y méprendroit jamais, & que cette copie seroit ou plus belle (ce qui seroit difficile), ou moins belle que l’original. On lui objecta des autorités, il n’en fut point ébranlé; il opposa la raison & le bon sens aux témoignages & aux faits prétendus, ajoûtant qu’il n’y avait point d’absurdités, en quelque genre que ce fût, dans lesquelles on ne fût précipité, lorsqu’on sacrifieroit ses lumières à des noms & à des passages. Il faut, disoit-il, examiner d’abord la possibilité, & les preuves de fait ensuite.44

In short, whatever connoisseurial expertise, textual evidence, and famous authorities might be brought to bear, the artist would always recognize his own authentic works, and be able to distinguish them from copies made by other artists. Chardin, admired for the originality of his work, thus remains the ultimate arbiter of that originality, the living guarantee against its counterfeit.

Chardin’s exhibition of repetitions underscored his unique ability to copy himself, emphasized his work’s resistance to successful copying by others, and called attention to the uniqueness of his manner. Levesque echoed Diderot in the Encyclopédie méthodique (1788) article “Copie”: “M. Chardin assurois qu’il ne se méprendroit jamais aux copies que l’on pourroit faire de ses tableaux. Il faut avouer que tous les peintres ne sont pas aussi difficiles à copier que M. Chardin.”45 The difficulty of copying his work was rooted in the uniqueness of his facture, which lay beyond academic practice and training. Thus in the absence of academic reference points critics cast about for analogies to describe his style. In 1750 the abbé Guillaume-Thomas Raynal (1713–96) compared his “singular” manner of laying colours down next to each other without mixing them to a mosaic or a
tapestry, and in 1753 Lacombe compared his facture to manière noire engraving.46 Even the qualifiers evoked an alien materiality, as for example the pamphlet of 1739 that credited Chardin with "une façon chiffonnée d’où résultent néanmoins des ensembles merveilleux."47 As described by the abbé Jean-Bernard Le Blanc (1707–81) in 1753, Chardin's style was appreciated as a unique, self-generated combination of Flemish attention to detail and Italian force, a phrase that the Mercure de France echoed in 1761: "La patience des Hollandais n’a pas copié plus fidèlement la nature, et le génie des Italiens n’a pas employé un pinceau plus vigoureux pour la rendre."48

In period criticism, Chardin's unique facture was thought to be rooted in its irreducibility to academic formula. An anonymous critic implied that no other academic artist had mastered Chardin's technique when, in 1749, he wrote that Chardin should take students lest his inimitable technique be lost: "On ne peut trop l’inviter à faire des élèves qui puissent perpétuer le genre de talent dans lequel il excelle. C’est faute d’élèves que nombre de talents se sont éteints peu à peu."49

In 1753 Le Blanc argued much the same point, but from a different direction, writing that Chardin had taken the manière of no master, but that "il s’en est fait une particuliére et qu’il seroit dangereux de vouloir imiter."50 In 1761 Joseph de La Porte (1714–79) wrote that Chardin "n’avait point eu de guide à imiter et [est] inimitable lui-même dans sa manière vraiment originale de rendre ces sortes d’objets qui doivent à l’industrie de son pinceau et à la vérité de son expression tout l’intérêt qu’elles inspirent."51 In 1747 Le Blanc wrote that Chardin "s’est fait une manière qui n’appartient qu’à lui."52 Chardin’s facture was inimitable because it was not rooted in training that could be codified in academic terms and thus easily reproduced.

Salon critics characterized Chardin's painthandling as a self-created and self-identifying technique. "Son goût de peinture," observed a pamphlet of 1738, "est à lui seul. Ce ne sont pas des traits finis, ce n’est pas une touche fonduë, c’est au contraire du brut et du raboteux."53 He eschewed the drawing, underpainting, and glazes that defined the Franco-Italian tradition. He tended to build the painted surface with opaque patches and scumbling rather than with the precise academic scaffolding and layering of drawing, underpainting, and glazing, all dependent on anatomical training that he lacked.54 His use of highly textured, gritty paint obviated traditional glazes. His unacademic technique is further reflected in the fact that he did not integrate drawing, so central to the Franco-Italian tradition, into his practice but rather created his compositions using painted sketches.55

Chardin's repeat exhibitions neutralized the interest in his iconography, already low on the hierarchy of genres and thus believed to be relatively devoid of intellectual content, so that the discourse of his uniqueness centered on his facture rather than his subject matter.56 In 1759 his repeat exhibition of Un jeune Dessinateur and Une Fille qui travaille en tapisserie occasioned exclusively formal criticism, for the subject, already familiar, needed no explaining: "Il y en a [des tableaux de M. Chardin] deux de petites figures qui sont d’un effet, d’un moelleux et d’un accord charmants; la couleur y est pleine de vigueur et dans des tons vrais; l’intelligence de la lumière très-bien entendue."57 La Porte’s criticism, already cited in part, of his 1761 re-exhibition of Le Bénédicité was similarly formal:

Une répétition du Bénédicité de M. Chardin, avec des changements, renouvelle les éloges du public et l’empressement avec lequel on a toujours accueilli les productions de ce grand artiste. On retrouve dans ce morceau le célèbre et rare imitateur de la nature, qui n’avait point eu de guide à imiter et [est] inimitable lui-même dans sa manière vraiment originale de rendre ces sortes d’objets qui doivent à l’industrie de son pinceau et à la vérité de son expression tout l’intérêt qu’elles inspirent.58

Not only the repeat exhibition of the picture but the lack of inherent interest in its subject matter directed attention to its facture. Diderot focused exclusively on formal qualities with respect to the 1769 exhibition of La Pourvoyeuse, a composition first exhibited in 1739 (fig. 3):

Cette cuisinière qui revient du marché est encore la redite d’un morceau peint il y a quarante ans. C’est une belle petite chose que ce tableau. Si Chardin a un défaut, comme il
tient à son faire particulier, vous le retrouverez partout; par la même raison, ce qu'il a de parfait, il ne le perd jamais. Il est ici également harmonieux; c'est la même entente de reflets, la même vérité d'effet, chose rare; car il est facile d'avoir de l'effet quand on se permet des licences, lorsqu'on établit une masse d'ombres sans se soucier de ce qui la produit. Mais être chaud et principié, esclave de la nature et maître de l'art, avoir du génie et de la raison, c'est le diable à confesser. C'est dommage que Chardin mette sa manièr à tout, et qu'en passant d'un objet à un autre elle devienne quelquefois lourde et pesante. Elle se conciliera à merveille avec l'opaque, le mat, le solide des objets animés; elle jurera avec le vivant, la délicatesse des objets sensibles. Voyez-là, ici dans un réchaud, des pains et autres accessoires, et jugez si elle fait également bien au visage et au bras de cette servante, qui me paraît d'ailleurs un peu colossale de proportion et manièrée d'attitude.59

As there was no need to explain the subject matter of repetitions, critical focus shifted to facture even if this emphasized the artist's failings. Chardin used repetition to generate reception weighted to formal qualities rather than subject matter, and thus exploited the perceived uniqueness of his facture as the basis of his originality. Furthermore, this suggests how the lesser genres of still life and genre painting in which Chardin worked permitted his unusual practice and terminology of repetition, and thus opened the space for the development of modern notions of originality. At once formulaic and distanced from academic practices of copying and emulation, the lesser genres represent alternative histories of production and reception that the art-historical literature, with its focus on copying and emulation in the higher genres, has overlooked.60

Seeing Through Print

Chardin employed repetition to generate a discourse of artistic originality that in turn applied to prints after his work. Commentary on his unique facture not only helped increase the demand for painted repetitions but also created new possibilities for marketing prints as faithful transcriptions of the painter’s hand. The Mercure’s remark about Le Bas’s Le Nègligè ou Toi-lette du Matin, “L’Intelligent Graveur est parfaitement entré dans l’esprit du Sujet qui y est traité,” perpetuated the rhetoric of the translation of Chardin’s originality into prints.61 Such claims, circulated in printed texts, located his originality in printed images.

Critics believed that Chardin’s prints approximated his unique facture. The only sustained period analysis of the formal equivalents between paintings and prints by Chardin, the Announcement for Cars’s La Serinette (fig. 4), confirmed Diderot’s claim that prints after Chardin reproduced his originality:

Le Graveur a ménagé & conservé toutes les finesse; il a exprimé celles de l’accord & des grandes parties de la peinture, mais ce qu’on appelle la couleur en terme de graveur; & pour la rendre avec vérité, il a su placer à propos & opposer les differens genres de travail. Enfin l’Estampe fait voir la blancheur de peau d’une blonde, en opposition avec une coiffe & un mantelet de mousseline; hardiesse de la peinture, que la gravure a rendue avec une justesse & une vérité qui lui étoient peut-être plus difficiles.62

What Diderot critiqued as Chardin’s monotony of texture became, in the hands of his printmakers, variety of graphic mark. Viewers of Chardin’s prints perceived the “magic” resolution of his idiosyncratic texture of paint into comprehensible pictorial subjects by means of a process that criticism repeatedly described as the emergence of an image out of fog or haze.63 Viewers of prints after Chardin’s paintings were familiar with the unique optical properties of his painting, both from firsthand experience and from printed criticism. These viewers were thus primed to perceive the minute tonal shifts made by a variety of burin work as emulating the unique texture of Chardin’s paintings, mentally substituting one medium, print, for another, paint.

The term couleur, applied to printmaking, referred to tonal variety64 and resonated with a fundamental problem of reproductive printmaking, the translation of colour and texture into graphic language, what William Ivins termed the syntax of prints.65 What the Mercure called the “differens genres de travail” of the burin of Cars refers to the variations in hatching patterns and densities visible, for example, in the transitions between the woman’s dress, mantle, and the chair (see detail, fig. 5). Crosshatching, which recalls the weave of the fabric and its reflective density, reproduces the silken surface of the skirt of her dress. Much tighter and more delicate crosshatching, almost pointillist in effect, follows the contours of her face and resolves into subtle tonal modulations suggestive of the fine texture of skin. Hatching in dotted lines implies the thin, papery properties of the mantle, its fringe delineated by the absence of marks.

Reception mediated by the visual syntax of reproductive prints rather than by the absolute formal qualities of his paintings affirmed Chardin’s originality. His printmakers did not reproduce his unique texture but rather created marks representing the surface properties of the objects he depicted. Such variety of marks is evident in prints after even the most highly textured of Chardin’s canvases, such as Lépicié’s La Pourvoyeuse (detail, fig. 6). Moreover, his printmakers used these same techniques to reproduce the work of other painters—even such characteristically academic painters as Boucher.66 For example, in Lépicié’s Le Déjeuné, after a Boucher canvas devoid of
Chardin-like texture (detail fig. 8, after fig. 7), relatively open crosshatching and interrupted lines describe the white skirt of the lady’s dress, and modulated densities of etched dots distinguish the texture of her skin from that of her surroundings. As in Cars’s _La Serinette_, not only type but directionality of mark defines objects, notably in the horizontal/vertical hatched grid that differentiates the wall and mirror from the contoured marks of the figure. Chardin’s printmakers not only obviated his painted texture in their transcription of his work, but they also used techniques not unique to the reproduction of his work to do so. Yet period rhetoric of the fidelity of prints to his paintings reveals that viewers understood the prints to represent his originality and thus posited through them his unique facture.

The case of Chardin and his printmakers illustrates how authenticity and originality in modern aesthetics are founded on repetition—not only the repetition and reproduction of original, authentic artworks but the multiplication of connoisseurial opinion in printed texts—in order to create aesthetic consensus. Chardin did not profit directly from the sale of prints after his work; unlike Jean-Baptiste Greuze (1725–1805) later in the century, he did not enter into a profit-sharing arrangement with his printmakers. Yet he coordinated the timing of the release of prints after his work, as has been argued above, to manage the reception of his paintings. Prints and painted repetitions not only recalled his older paintings to his audience, they also shaped the perception of their originality.

As _tapissier_, the academician responsible for installing the Salon, in 1755 and from 1761 to 1773, Chardin was sensitive to both the synchronic effects of a given Salon installation and the diachronic effects of renewal and recollection caused by the Salon’s periodicity. Yet as an early exploiter of the reproductive print in the Salon, he also understood how the perception of
his originality was extended through printed images. Chardin’s originality appeared as a broadly visible phenomenon through its repetition in paintings and prints. It was the locus of the periodic Salon that permitted such repetition.

Through repetition the periodic Salon and its print culture—both printed images and texts—established a new mode of reception defined by consensus of language and opinion (including diverse opinions rooted in consensus within various groups) rather than the isolated opinions of patrons or the authoritative opinions of connoisseurs: painted repetitions, reproductive prints, and finally printed criticism allowed for the diffusion and standardization of opinion. Key to modern aesthetics, Immanuel Kant’s (1724–1804) sensus communis (Kritik der Urteilskraft, 1790), the assumption that one’s aesthetic judgment will be shared by others, was anticipated by the Salon and its print culture, with its appeal to consensus built by the repetition of texts and objects in space and time. Through its emphasis on formal appreciation and its appeal to a community of taste united in the perception of originality, Chardin’s use of repetition planted the seeds of modern aesthetics in the Salon.
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